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How Might the Power Placed Upon Values Influence the 
Play, the Stories, and the Learning

Values: the principles that help you to decide what is right and 
wrong, and how to act in various situations (Cambridge Dictionary)





Let’s consider how the 

understanding and enacting of 

values in the early years influences 

the play, stories and the learning.



To become capable, moral citizens, children need to be provided with opportunities to learn

moral values …Values education provides a way of thinking about morality which involves the

question ‘what kind of person shall I be?’ (Halstead & Pike, 2006, p. 15).

Values are formed within the social and cultural context, through interactions with family, peers

and the wider community, thus are an important factor in influencing the way children

engage with others. It is imperative that these factors are understood and woven into

programs; that children are aware of, and accept that others may hold differing values. The

EYLF discusses the myriad of ways that foster children’s participation in life, the varying ways

they develop knowledge and interests and construct their own identities and understandings

of the world. A key component is learning ways to socialise appropriately with others, manage

feelings, behaviours and responsibilities. Those components are integral in guiding children’s

capacity in developing a sense of ‘belonging, being and becoming.’

Children’s learning and development trajectories are intertwined and influenced by the social

and cultural context of their lives. Urie Bronfenner’s Ecological Systems Theory explains how the

inherent qualities of children and their environments interact to influence how they grow and

develop.



Bronfenbrenner posits that in order to truly understand a child’s development, it is imperative to view them in all their

environments as they all influence children’s well-being and capacity to learn. How these groups or individuals interact

with children will affect their development. Children ought to be viewed as ‘capable, with inherent rights in all facets of

their community, to have their voices heard by people in positions of power e.g. local council.

Capacity grows as children are afforded opportunities to contribute to decisions and participate collaboratively with

others, they learn to live interdependently and make informed choices. Developing effective relationships with others is a

key part of children’s social development and these relationships also provide a base for children’s learning.

Quality Area 5 of NQF focusses on supportive and respectful relationships that foster children’s growing confidence and

sense of identity, ways to develop communication skills to express themselves effectively, to participate in collaborative

learning and build meaningful relationships with others and developing strategies to regulate their own behaviour and

learn to negotiate complex social situations and relationships. Educators play a critical in this and by providing time and

space for collaborative experiences are guiding children to discover their responsibility to others, to appreciate their

connectedness and interdependence a learners, to value collaboration and teamwork. Assisting children to become

aware of their social responsibility, of ways to communicate effectively, to resolve conflicts, all builds their sense of self

worth, and children understand their own value systems and that of others.



This aligns with the UN Convention on the Rights of the

Child that advocates for the child’s right to be heard, to

be involved in matters that concern them, to be

included in decision making. Educators make curriculum

decisions that uphold all children’s rights including the

right to have their identities, knowledge, strengths, ideas,

culture, abilities and interests acknowledged and valued

in the context of their families and communities (Early

Years Learning Framework, p. 13).



Brene Brown … is an American professor, lecturer, 
author, and podcast host. Brene’s career has seen 

her studying the concepts of courage, 
vulnerability, shame, and empathy. 

Read Brene’s list of values, watch the attached 
video clips and consider the questions on the 

following page:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a1Fc6nwpk
s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-RhaNlXBNg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a1Fc6nwpks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-RhaNlXBNg


Reflective questions to ponder……

v After reading Brene’s list of values, choose one or two that are 
most important to you and consider behaviours that support your 

chosen values. Do these define you? Now consider behaviours 
that children demonstrate throughout the day – could this be a 

reflection of their family values?

v How do you support children whose values, and those of their 
families, may be dissimilar to yours?

v What are the values that guide your practices and how do these 
meld into the program? How might you nurture the concept of 

values in an equitable way?

v How do you guide children’s developing awareness of values 
within themselves and others? Are there opportunities for children 

to make decisions about matters that affect them?

v How do you reflect on your own experiences, values and 
attitudes and how they may influence the way in which you 

guide children?



ROSE Way documentation 
examples

Kindergarten program





The following planning examples are taken from the kindergarten room where the 
work has evolved into exploring the concept of values.

Continuing from our earlier work using the ChildSpace value cards whilst engaged in meditation and relaxation,

children are selecting a value card from the deck, and make assumptions about it. Discussions of each chosen value

enable children to ponder what it means to them and how the value might be enacted in their play. As the children

have been connecting with this ritual, they are immensely interested in discovering what their card is for the day and

how the value fits in their world and the events that have transpired around them. The children’s understanding of

values continues to grow, shift and drift off into other facades of our learning and play.

One of the ways we continue to use the value card selected, allowing further understanding and cementation of

knowledge, is for the children to use the value card in their Zentangle session. Some of the children are solely using

their value card to replicate what they view and others are navigating different Zentangles of interest within the book

and cards.



As we continue this ritual of exploring the values a little closer and with more time to consider the meaning. I would

like to record the child’s perception of the value - working towards the child writing their own value meaning on their

Zentangle and actually using the child’s work to create our own child-led value cards, which we could use in our

space but also share with other educators at Rosie’s. I have begun to introduce this idea to the children and I am

gauging their interests.

As the child’s understanding of values increase, they have begun to take these words and share their understanding

with their families. One family shared that during the weekend, as their child listened to conversation and connects

with community, when he hears particular values in discussions, he stops the conversation and shares his knowledge

of values. His family felt this was an amazing way to support child’s emotional intelligence.

Linking Grandparents Celebrations to our research

To incorporate our current project work into community celebrations and in light of COVID restrictions, I shared an

idea with the children. The idea centred around the children developing their own questions around rubbish,

pollution and how their experience was different when they were 4 or 5. Over the past few weeks, we have been

sharing in discussions, having some realisations around changes that have occurred that have lead to dramatic

environmental changes.



Each of the children have written a letter with a question to their grandparents and included an illustration of a

place that they have been to where they recognised a large amount of rubbish.

We will use the information we receive back to research, learn new concepts and hopefully build some connections

to grandparents to share their knowledge with us through the year.

Values lead to social justice awareness

Through provocations I shared with children about my experience in the world around rubbish found in the nature

world, the children identified a project that they wanted to work on. Their concept centres around creating robots

to help to clean up the natural world. To bring the child’s ideas into the real world, we have been focusing on

purposeful and representational drawing to depict how the child wants each part of their robot to look like, what

features will it have and spending time asking thought provoking questions that consider the values their robot will

have and the attributes that are important to the child.

To support the growing ideas, we have been exploring different electronic pieces, recycling and re-using materials,

that would otherwise go into landfill, again making positive choices to support the natural world.



Emerging Learning Possibilities for the week 
of:

A tool to share the planning with families and 
community, providing content on possible 

focus areas (based on educators reflection 
of the previous week).

The document is not a list of activities, rather 
it outlines a summary of the learning 

opportunities created in part one – pre 
planning of the educator journal for sharing 

with families. The Emerging Learning 
Possibilities summaries the pre-planning (from 

educators journal) simply and succinctly.



Educator’s Intentional Pre-
planning notes break down 

the research into smaller 
chunks and the research 

questions are presented to the 
children through their 

emerging play interests. This 
work builds the picture for the 

mid and end of term 
reflections.



Jottings & Notes - a space to reflect 
on the research questions developed
Ø What does it make you question?
Ø What do you want more information 

on?
Ø How can you moves this work 

forward next week?
Ø What languages (ways) can you 

use with the children to extend their 
concepts?



Brainstorming with the children – data 
captured whilst working in small groups and 

used to display on programming walls. 
Additionally, this raw documentation can 

then be dropped in the Ebook or Storypark
thread, as is, or typed.

Documentation panels or Weekly Online 
Learning Threads are snapshots to share 

with families and children as the work 
develops. Documentation is clustered 

over periods of time and reflective 
thought is used to consider further 

learning opportunities. Educators use a 
range of tools and strategies to gather 

rich and meaningful evidence of 
learning, including panels of 

documentation, photos, audio and 
audio visual, artefacts (drawing, clay 
work, painting, writing) and jottings or 

transcripts of conversations. 



ROSE Way documentation 
examples

E-book or 
Captured Story (online)



DOCUMENTING THE JOURNEY OF:

How Might the Power Placed Upon Values Influence 
the Play, the Stories, and the Learning

KINDERGARTEN EBOOK EXAMPLE – the ebook is the polished documentation that is shared 
with families at the end of the term and captures the whole terms investigative work of the 
children and educators. The ebook utilises the documentation panels information that has 
been captured throughout and term and is transformed into a rich, in-depth story of the 

learning of the whole group. 



Research Focus Term 3, 2020
During the past six months the Rosie’s community has been utilising a constellation of informed practices such as 
Strengths Based Perspective, Attachment Theory and Emotionally responsive practice. Through such integration of 
theory the pedagogy occurring has pushed boundaries to establish therapeutic responses to children experiencing 
trauma that is attuned, and consistent, as we delve into social and emotional teaching strategies to support children 
to organise feelings. 
Through deep investigation a value thread is emerging to position pedagogy towards investigating values within each 
child, inside each age group and contained within the Rosie’s community. 
Findings from neuroscience (Church, 2012) suggest that moral and values within each human are not merely 
developed through social formation rather emanate in part from hormonal activity, more specifically it is affected by 
emotions, social and moral neural impulses working in concert with each other. 
Current research indicates that young children hold developed and relatively mature value concepts resulting in an 
internal struggle between self and others, developing sensitivity to other’s feelings, internally evaluating behaviour
based on moral considerations and constructing pro-social behaviour. The values include self-direction, stimulation, 
hedonism, achievement, power, security, tradition, conformity, benevolence, and universalism. 
Values are elemental to human flourishing and have the potent potential to significantly influence and transform 
brain development within young children. 
As the pedagogy of value flourishes, we will capture the learning in our classrooms and hypothesise how the power 
placed upon value will influence the play, the stories, and the learning. 
Research Questions will be: 
• As children develop a deeper sense of connection to the identities of values i.e. compassion, empathy, courage, 

how has this adjusted play dynamics within peer groups? 
• When values are positioned at the forefront of children’s thinking, will they be influenced to take on a strong 

stance around social justice issues, equality, and environmental concerns? 
• What noticing’s have occurred in relation to children’s connections across the groupings during AM and PM collaborative play sessions? 



Specific Project Work for 
Kindergarten Two 

Value Research Focus 

Project One: Through educator scaffolding the 
children became aware of the environmental 
issue of rubbish in our world. The children will 
explore many different types of literature to 
increase their understanding, developing 
empathy, courage and compassion to make a 
difference and change in their world.  

Project Two: As the children took own 
ownership and understanding of the 
environmental issue of rubbish in their world, 
they become empowered to take a stance and 
brainstorm a way to help the world and 
environment. The children’s idea was to create 
robots. 

Project Three: During the term, we celebrated 
Grandparents week at Rosie’s. Due to COVID we 
were unable to celebrate the way we always do. 
Instead, the children and I decided to create 
letters to our Grandparents in the hope of 
gaining further insight into the rubbish 
problem, with a focus on understanding the 
changes that have occurred over time. 

Project Four: The children have been researching 
value cards each day during meditation. Through 
this research, the child has developed a strong 
concept of what values mean. We have been 
using the value cards and merging this with our 
Zentangle practice, to record the child’s original 
concepts of their values, in the hope of sharing 
these with the other groups at Rosie’s. 



Yarning about Rubbish 15/07/2020
Z: If you throw rubbish in the world, fish or turtles can die or get 
sick 

Q: Animals can get stuck in plastic bottles…sea gulls can get their 
heads stuck 

F: It’s not good for the environment! 

A: Not beautiful 

T: The dump truck use Paw Patrol and put all the rubbish away 
T: People drop rubbish and crocodiles eat it and spit it out and run 
away 

I: Maybe if it goes in the sea, it goes very deep down and the 
shark will eat it and die 

L: The fish could find some rubbish and the people could leave 
rubbish on the island. 

E: Maybe someone threw a rope on the beach and maybe the 
shark and sea horse ate the rubbish and died, a dolphin too. 

O: What if someone drops a coin in the water and the fish ate it 
and the fish would die all the way to the bottom of the sea. 

Yarning about Rubbish 13/08/2020
L: Rubbish can look like a jellyfish to a turtle. If the turtle eats the 
plastic bag she will get sick. Maybe someone can see the turtle dive 
down and take the plastic bag to the bin. Maybe my robot can do that, 
if he is tired he can use a jetpack. 

E: We put our things in the rubbish bin every day. Sometimes people 
forget some days. I have to remind them, I would say “don't put 
rubbish on the floor, because they aren't being nice to the animals.”

T: Rubbish on the land comes out, the digger digs all the rubbish out 
and puts it in the rubbish bin. 

O: fish ate a plastic bottle, if he saw a shell in a plastic bottle and tried 
to grab it he would get his head stuck in it and he couldn't breathe. 

Q: A shark can find some plastic, he ate a big plastic glass, he eats it 
and he goes down to his body and he got his tail cut in half. We need to 
throw the glass in the bin.  



Representing our understanding of rubbish 

I have a recycling bin in my home. I 
put bottles and cans in it when we 
drink them all. The rubbish truck 
takes it all away to recycle  

These are jellyfish and these are 
sharks. They are swimming around 
the world. There is rubbish in the 
ocean. There is toy rubbish, broken 
robots. Put the rubbish in the bin 
because it makes a mess. 

I went to 1770 with my family. The 
beaches were very clean and we 
only saw a little bit of rubbish. They 
were taking care of. I saw dolphins, 
crabs, shells, humpback whales and 
lots of starfish. The water at the 
beach was blue and clean. I didn’t 
see any plastic bags floating in it, so 
that was really good! 

“In order to promote such values, the goals of teaching are to help students 
understand and apply these values and to provide a safe and secure learning 
environment to explore values within a whole school approach”(DEST, 2005).

https://journals-sagepub-com.ezproxy.une.edu.au/doi/full/10.1177/1746197910397914




This is Earth and the Ozone Layer with pollution hurting the 
Ozone Layer and the sun is coming through 



There is a whale stuck in a net and some boats coming to get 
the net off the whale and there is rubbish and white coral 





I grew up in in England after World War II and plastic bags had not been invented (thought of) 
then.  My mum did her grocery shopping at a small shop across the road from where we lived.  
This was called a co-op shop and they sold everything except meat.  My mum would take her 
own shopping bag which was made of thick fabric to carry her groceries in.  If my mum wanted 
to buy some sugar or flour this was sold in cardboard containers or was just sold loose which 
meant she could have it weighed and placed in a paper bag to be taken home. Nothing was 
wrapped up in plastic only paper or cardboard was used.  My mum would shop every day for 
the food that she needed on the day.  We would also buy sweets (lollies) from a glass jar and 
take them home in a little paper bag.  If we bought fish and chips to take home, these were 
wrapped in newspaper and tasted delicious.  If we bought fresh bread, it was also wrapped in 
tissue paper, greaseproof paper or a brown paper bag.  It was never sliced at the shop and 
mum would cut it up at home.

We had very little waste to throw away as we used to re-use the paper we got from the shops.  
The brown paper bags were used for sandwiches if we went to the park and the newspaper 
was used to light our coal fire in the morning as England can be a cold country to live in.  It was 
probably a good time to grow up in as nothing was made of plastic and our oceans, rivers and 
lakes were never clogged up with used plastic bags thrown in by people who had used them.  
The birds and wildlife never got sick from eating plastic that had not been thrown away 
properly into a bin.

Letter to, and 
reply from a 

grandparent – a 
genuine way to 
involve families 
in the program



E: Patience: It means when someone else is talking you 
have to wait for your turn. I am patient when I build 
transformers. 

F: Love: it means you love someone, you love them forever.

L: Respect: that I listen every time to your teacher so you 
are respectful. 

O: Courage - when T doesn't want to go up the top I go and 
tell him that Q is here and Q and T will play together. 

I: Resilience: when something is very hard you keep on 
trying. I have shown resilience today when I was trying to 
dig up that rock and it was hard but I did it.

T: Empathy: I play with Q, E and O play dinosaurs.

Q: Creative: if someone made a big creation out of lego, if 
someone needs help, they can ask for help. 

Value Ritual: What Values Mean to Us 
E: Generosity - I play with A and I give A the shovel if he 
needs it.

G: Empathy - These twins that I saw at the park - I 
helped them go down the slide.

I: Courage: When someone is not brave enough to do 
something and you go and say to them it’s going to be 
okay.

L: Compassion: In the car, when we go to the movies - it 
was really hard to wait.

O: Gentleness - When someone comes to help me when 
I am sad and gets me my drink bottle. Also my dad taps 
me on the back gently and that shows gentleness.

T - Love: Love means its like cuddling my mum 
A: Resilience- try, try, try until it’s good.

L: Creative - It means you can make something cool like 
the big dino I made.

T: Power - Be very strong, help and use power. 



Interconnected Rituals
Investigating the concept of values with our young citizens has been an ongoing lens being utilised at Rosie’s over Term 3. The
children have consistently been researching and investigating value words, what they mean and how they pertain to each child
individually.

The way we explore the values centres around the child randomly and sometimes meaningfully selecting a value card during a
group meeting, the child considers the value, we read what the value means and the child shares their own perspective or
experience of their value, opening up group value growth and really forging us together as a team.
As the children’s value knowledge, individually and collectively, has deepened, we made a decision as a team to incorporate our
value work with our Zentangle exploration.

Zentangle has been a meditative drawing language that we have been exploring over the year. Zentangle asks children to focus
on different drawing techniques including lines, circles, swirls, curls and a variety of shapes drawn together into patterns,
developing really creative art. How this looks in practice is the child brings their value card to their Zentangle session, they
observe different Zentangle patterns that are represented on their Value card. During their drawing aspect, the child is asked to
further consider what the value means to them, how they have enacted this value and consider how they would like to record
their understanding of the value i.e. the words they want to use to express their meaning.

Through weeks of this type of research into values through their many languages, the children are developing a sound
understanding of different values, considering the values they enact while they are being, seeing and doing.
As an onlooker to this exploration, I feel energised by the children’s grow and ability to read social situations to decode the
different ways people are feeling- it is almost like they have developed a deeper understanding of humans and their behaviour
which assist the child to learn very early who they are and what is important to them in their life and world.





Each year the children at Rosie’s take time to celebrate the special people in our 
families, over this term we acknowledged our Dads. 

This year, with the research focus in mind, I wanted to provoke the children to 
consider their knowledge of values, their understanding of values in other people and 
taking the time to utilise their creativity and kindness value to develop a special gift 
for their Dad. 

Over the weeks leading up the Father’s Day, the children and I individually considered 
which value card aligns with their Dads and the child chose to Zentangle our special 
value cards and write why they chose the value card for their Dad. 

The children also developed a gift for their Dads, as they reflected on the questions 
-what does your Dads need? 
- How would you like to share kindness with your Dad? 

Through this questioning, each developed their own special gift for their Dads, that 
showed their love, kindness, compassion and creativity values. 





End of Term 3 Reflection Kindergarten 2  Social Justice 

Through natural yarning and sharing in our space, the Kindergarten children took on the responsibility of trying to

make a difference in their world around the access use of plastic rubbish and how it affects the natural environment.

The children have taken a strong stand on this issue and have many important voice to share about how they want

to care for and protect the planet. The children have been gaining research through exploring with carefully

selected literature around different environmental issues and engaging in deep and meaningful dialogue around

issues.

When the children are discussing their opinions, they are incredibly passionate about their growing perception and

they are deeply engaged with gaining new information and adding layers to their research. The part of this journey

that excites me, is the children are really forming as a team, sharing in discussions, listening closely, asking questions

or adding their opinions. I feel their sense of personal values are increasing, as they take on solid concepts.



Moving into Term 4 the children continue to show a new to gain new information around environmental

issues. We have begun to explore some different information pertaining to how long it takes for rubbish to

become ‘invisible’ and the children have shared their passion to show others the information they are

gaining through writing signs- a lot of the children want to place signs at the front of Rosie’s and others

have suggested that they could also put one in front of their home to share the information within their

community.

Integrating value work with social justice issues

Over the last week of the term, we were graced with a beautiful book from Quinton’s family around the

issue of the sea level rising. The book brings to life the important issue of the sea rising and shares a tale of

humans not listening and the impact of this. Through the story, the children were wide eyed and listening

so intently, they were really taken by the story and it lead to some dynamic discussions by all of our team. I

provoked the children’s thoughts by using our value cards to discuss the issues absorbed into the literature.

The children really reflected on their knowledge of different values and through their discussion, I could

really hear how they have taken to the value pedagogy and are gaining a deep understanding of values,

how they can guide choices and gained the ability to decode their surrounding and what they are

listening to in their world.



I would like to continue this pedagogy through different literature that we explore and really further embed

value systems into the children’s natural thoughts in their lives within and outside of Rosie’s.

“Internationally, there is a well-established literature base around research and advocacy for children’s rights to

participate in both public and private decision making, especially in matters that directly affect them”(OECD,

2006; Woodhead, 2008).

Zentangling our Value cards and expressing their meaning

The children have been involved in a two part exploration of their value’s through accessing value cards,

sharing in verbal dialogue and than transferring their knowledge into written language include early literature of

writing the words on their value cards.



The Zentangle work developed by the children continues to further grow, flourish and become bolder in

design. The children have gained the ability to observe the cards and mirror the Zentangle patterns by

themselves. Through the child’s own lead exploration, they are beaming with enthusiasm, passion and

integrity as they observe their hard word and see the value in it.

I would like to use the children’s even growing collection of Zentangle designs to share within our Rosie’s

community through bringing the children’s work into the environment and making it visible for their

community, growing the perception of how capable and competent children are. I would also like to share

the cards with the other groups at Rosie’s to forge forward with their pegagogy around embedding values

into their rituals at Rosie’s with all of the children. I feel that this will boost the Kindergarten children’s

perception of self as a competence learner and a global citizen whom has impact and growth to share with

others in their community.

“Active involvement in learning builds children’s understandings of concepts and the creative thinking and

inquiry processes that are necessary for lifelong learning. They can challenge and extend their own thinking,

and that of others, and create new knowledge in collaborative interactions and negotiations. Children’s

active involvement changes what they know, can do, value and transforms their learning” (Early Years

Learning Framework, 2008)



Creating a rose way 
environment









What’s happening?
What’s new?

News from the 
ROSE Way Member site



OUR NEW COLLECTION 

IS HERE! BE THE 

FIRST TO GET YOUR 

HANDS ON OUR DIY 

TRAINING SESSIONS 

FOR YOUR TEAM!

These guided training session will take you through step by step proven effective

reflective practices to engage your team in deep critical thinking. All sessions

have embedded links to questions, activities, and readings and/or

videos/podcasts, everything you will need to get started.

Included in the session is a facilitator guide. This guide will support the facilitators

with strategies when working in small groups to gain the best from everyone. An

audio link for the guide is embedded in the resource for those who may prefer to

listen rather than read. Everything included in the one price.

TOPICS INCLUDE:

Philosophy and Practice    Provocations for Play     Children's Visibility in Community 

Looking through the lens of an Educator     Building Children’s Agency



Become a ROSE Way site 

member to receive 

freebies and discounts!

www.therosewayplanning.com

http://www.therosewayplanning.com/

